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Commander R.H. Reily

Commander R.H. Reily will be closing his 24 year career with the Navy in October. Born in New Jersey, Commander Reily graduated from Muhlenburg College in 1953 and received a J.D. Law Degree from Rutgers University in 1957 and then launched his naval career that same year. During the years, Commander Reily has had many assignments and has served on the USS BENNER (DD-807), USS WILTSIE (DD-716), and USS CALCATERA (DER-390) on which he was the Commanding Officer. Prior to reporting to OSU, Commander Reily was attached to the Defense Intelligence Agency for two years. With this vast amount of experience and knowledge, Commander Reily finally came to OSU in 1976.

During that period he has witnessed many changes in the Unit, the rise, fall, and now the renewed buildup of the OSU Unit. Being extremely active in the Unit, Commander Reily was instrumental in the reshaping and operation of our fine Drum & Bugle Corps. Commander Reily has always been very supportive to all the special teams and promoted friendly competition often. Even though as Executive Officer he is pressed with many duties, there is always time for a smile, a greeting, or just a little chat about the Navy.

Even though his plans for the future are still undetermined, it is reasonable to expect that we will still see and hear from Commander Reily in the future. The Unit has benefitted in many ways from having this outstanding officer serve here. It is in the spirit of what Commander Reily has exemplified in his outstanding career that this yearbook has been dedicated to him. For the future we wish Commander Reily and his family fair winds and following seas.
COMMANDING OFFICER

James G. Williams III
CAPTAIN, USN

The performance of the Class of 1981 has been impressive throughout the year with many innovative achievements to be proud of. Your initiative has established examples of worth that are commendable and will serve as examples for future classes to emulate. Well Done!

Your graduation from OSU and commission in the Navy or Marine Corps on 7 June 1981 signified the end of one important phase of your life and the beginning of another. You can be proud of your achievements and confident of your value to the profession you are entering.

You are embarked on an exciting career - in dynamic times. Work hard, set goals for yourself and strive to achieve them.

My congratulations to the Class of 1981 and best wishes for continued success.
As I finish twenty-five years of Naval Service I'm very pleased that the Harpoon editor has given me this opportunity to put into print some thoughts about my tour as Executive Officer of the NROTC Unit at Oregon State.

I'd like to express my thanks to each OSU Midshipman and every member of the Unit Staff for making this assignment the greatest.

If people are what the Navy is all about, then certainly I have been extremely fortunate to have served with some of the best during my Naval Career, not the least of whom are the people of the NROTC Unit at Oregon State. Captain Williams has provided the leadership which has encouraged independent thinking and innovative behavior in an environment of trust and mutual respect. By their loyal support, expertise, and dedication to excellence the Officers and enlisted men of the staff have made this tour professionally rewarding and intellectually stimulating. The interest, enthusiasm, intelligence, and wit displayed by the midshipmen have been the inspiration that has demanded sustained performance, attention to detail, concern for the individual, and affection. To be present while midshipmen mature intellectually, professionally and socially has been a thrilling experience. Any discussion of OSU Navy people would be incomplete without including mention of the parents of our midshipmen, whose support and understanding is invaluable to all of us.

Thank you all for an exceptional tour of duty. Ave atque vale!
UNIT STAFF

MAJ Richard Deichl
Marine Officer Instructor

LT Thomas Hagen
Senior Instructor

LT Spencer Nakaguma
Sophomore Instructor

LT Kevin Lees
Junior Instructor
LT Richard Morck
Freshmen Instructor

LCDR John Woodard
Freshmen Instructor

QMCS Paul Witmer
Asst. Junior Instructor

GYSGT Rufus Arthur
Asst. Marine Instructor

LT William Cheeseman
Incoming Freshmen Instructor
COMMISSIONING
At long, long last . . .
CLASS OF 1981

Danford S. Afong
Industrial Engineering
Surface Warfare

Robert A. Alvick
General Science
The Basic School

Patrick J. Bardel
Business Administration
The Basic School

Wayne R. Bauers
General Science
Naval Aviation
Curtis A. Cain
Industrial Engineering
The Basic School

Brian D. Calkins
Political Science
The Basic School

Eric B. Carter
Business Administration
The Basic School

Martin P. Dreves Jr.
Mechanical Engineering
Leave of Absence

Erica L. Bodner
General Science
The Basic School

Jerald L. Berry
Computer Science
Naval Aviation
Gregg L. George
Business Administration
The Basic School

Kurt A. Hiebert
Business Administration
Naval Aviation

R. Brett Hoyt
General Science
Leave of Absence

Jennith E. Hoyt
Elementary Education
Leave of Absence

David W. Leingang
Chemical Engineering
Leave of Absence

Jeffrey C. Neely
Geography
The Basic School
Jeffry P. Kehoe
Geography
Surface Warfare

Curt P. McNew
General Science
Surface Warfare

Douglas A. Neve
Nuclear Engineering
Leave of Absence

Thomas T. Nowak
Business Administration
The Basic School

Jennifer L. Oster
General Science
Aviation Maintenance

Terry L. Parlier
General Engineering
The Basic School
Timothy S. Ziegler
History
The Basic School

Darrell S. Tipples
Business Administration
The Basic School

Douglas L. Rhodes
Business Administration
Naval Aviation

Scott G. Shaver
Geography
Strategic Weapons

Albert E. Spencer
Civil Engineering
Leave of Absence

Stanley S. Steinbach
Chemical Engineering
The Basic School
Carl E. Zietz
Construction Engineering
Management
Leave of Absence

Tony L. Walters
Civil Engineering
The Basic School

Not Pictured
David L. Desmon
Nuclear Engineering
Leave of Absence

Jeffrey D. Strachan
Elementary Education
Leave of Absence
JUNIORS
LEFT TOP: "Truckin" Tom Brice.  
CENTER TOP: That amazing team does it again!  
RIGHT CENTER: Wayne in Dress "Gator" Whites.  
RIGHT BOTTOM: The "Source" hard at work.  
LEFT BOTTOM: If these are Juniors the Fleet is in trouble!
SOPHOMORES

LEFT TOP: Dave Prinzinger hard at work.
CENTER TOP: Yea, I am kind of cute.
RIGHT CENTER: No, no, THIS is your rifle .... RIGHT BOTTOM: Who was that masked man? LEFT BOTTOM: Maybe if I smile he will take my picture.
FRESHMEN
One down . . .
three to go . . .

CENTER TOP: The rooks prevail against the seniors. RIGHT TOP: How much longer do I have to sit back here? RIGHT BOTTOM: Here's to good times. CENTER BOTTOM: Didn't orientation already end? LEFT BOTTOM: I thought he was your date!
"ROOKIE-O"

A time of hurting . . .
A time of learning

RIGHT TOP: Sorry, no autographs.
RIGHT CENTER: His keys have got to be around here!
RIGHT BOTTOM: I'm not tired, why should you be?
LEFT CENTER: How do I get out of this one?
SAVEKER DAY
CENTER TOP: NROTC Varsity Rally. RIGHT TOP: You expect me to put together a team with guys like this! RIGHT CENTER: Believe it or not, it's Wonder Women. CENTER RIGHT: I still don't believe this. ... BEER! LEFT CENTER: What's the matter Stan, can't hold onto the football?